ARTFED is appointed as Managing Director of ARTFED in the year 2016 violating the procedure and related provision of by-law of ARTFED?

(c) Is it true that, a Class-I Gazetted Officer from the Department of Handloom & Textile is now working as Secretary of ARTFED under the said Managing Director, ARTFED?

(d) Whether the Government has empowered him financial power to transact business/to implement Government scheme/programme etc. as Managing Director?

(e) If not, what will be his accountability to the Government?

Sub: ARTFED.

Shri ABDUL KHALEQUE:

*342. Will the Minister of Handloom and Textile be pleased to state:

(a) Is it true that, the Government is holding more than ninety percent paid up share capital of ARTFED?
(b) Is it true that, an employee of ARTFED
(ন) গোড়ালপাড়া জিলাতে কোন কোন সময় মায়ের প্রকৃতপক্ষে কল হওয়া কাব্যবৃত্তি কিছু হয়েছে জনাবানে।

(প) যদি কাব্যবৃত্তি, সেইসব কাব্যকর্ম নয় আছে তেনে?

(হ) যদি হোকা না যে, চক্ষর কাব্যকর্ম কালবারে নেলানো কাব্যবৃত্তি কি হয়?

বিষয়ঃ PMGSY, SDRF, CRF সম্বন্ধিত।

শ্রীযোগেশ মহন ই.

*৩৪৬। মানুষিক গড়ালপাড়া বিভাগের মায়ের মহাস্থান অনুপ্রাণ কবি জনাবানে.

(ন) শিশুসারণ বিলাত বর্তমানে কিছুতে প্রয়োজন PMGSY, SDRF অথবা CRF বা অধীনতার ব্যবস্থাপ কাম-হররক্ষী হয়ে?

(প) যদি কাব্যবৃত্তি কিছু কর্মসম্পর্কে নেলানো কাব্যবৃত্তি নে তেনে?

বিষয়ঃ P.W.D সম্বন্ধিত কর্মকাল্যাণ।

শ্রীরমান বিজ্ঞান ই.

*৩৪৬। মানুষিক গড়ালপাড়া বিভাগের মায়ের মহাস্থান অনুপ্রাণ কবি জনাবানে।

(ন) শিশুসারণ বিলাত বর্তমানে কিছুতে প্রয়োজন PMGSY, SDRF অথবা CRF বা অধীনতার ব্যবস্থাপ কাম-হররক্ষী হয়ে?

(প) যদি কাব্যবৃত্তি কিছু কর্মসম্পর্কে নেলানো কাব্যবৃত্তি নে তেনে?

বিষয়ঃ একুশিল্পক্তিতে একপ্রকাশ ই.

শ্রীকমলাক দে পূর্বক্ষম।

*৩৪৭। মানুষিক গড়ালপাড়া বিভাগের মায়ের মহাস্থান অনুপ্রাণ কবি জনাবানে।

(ন) বাজার চক্ষরের গড়ালপাড়া বিভাগের নিয়ন্তীয় মূখ্যমানী (পূর্ববর) এ ব্যবস্থাপ কর্মসম্পর্কে কি বি অধীনতার বিপরীতে কিছুতে কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(প) এই প্রকাশের অধীনতা কি কি অধিনিয় এভিনিউটিড এরপ্রকাশ হয়েছে?

(হ) শ্রেষ্ঠ জিলা বিজ্ঞান নির্মল কবির।

(ন) কোন কোন কোন অধীনে কিছুতে কর্ম হয়েছে?

(প) কোন কোন অধীনে বিপরীতে কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(হ) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(ন) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(প) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(হ) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(ন) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?

(প) কোন কোন কোন কর্ম কাম হয়েছে?
(c) Is the P.W.D Department aware that an iron bridge over river Borolia at Jharkona which connects Sub-Division H.Q. is no longer motorable?

(b) Is the Govt. also aware that dilapidated road from Rangia to Nagriji is no longer motorable? Is there any plan to construct new bridge and repair the said road?

(c) Could these two projects be brought under MLA Signature Projects in financial year 2017-18, 2018-19? (please state)

Sub: Bridge over Borolia at Jharkona under Baksa Division.

Shri EMMANUEL MOSAHARY:

*349. Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

(a) Is the P.W.D Department aware that an iron bridge over river Borolia at Jharkona which connects Sub-Division H.Q. is no longer motorable?

(b) Is the Govt. also aware that dilapidated road from Rangia to Nagriji is no longer motorable? Is there any plan to construct new bridge and repair the said road?

(c) Could these two projects be brought under MLA Signature Projects in financial year 2017-18, 2018-19? (please state)

Sub: State Highway

Shri BIRKUMAR BHATTI:

*353. Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

(a) Is the P.W.D Department aware that an iron bridge over river Borolia at Jharkona which connects Sub-Division H.Q. is no longer motorable?

(b) Is the Govt. also aware that dilapidated road from Rangia to Nagriji is no longer motorable? Is there any plan to construct new bridge and repair the said road?

(c) Could these two projects be brought under MLA Signature Projects in financial year 2017-18, 2018-19? (please state)

Sub: Bridge over Borolia at Jharkona under Baksar Division.

Shri SAMUEL MOSHARY:

*354. Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

(a) Is the P.W.D Department aware that an iron bridge over river Borolia at Jharkona which connects Sub-Division H.Q. is no longer motorable?

(b) Is the Govt. also aware that dilapidated road from Rangia to Nagriji is no longer motorable? Is there any plan to construct new bridge and repair the said road?

(c) Could these two projects be brought under MLA Signature Projects in financial year 2017-18, 2018-19? (please state)
(g) Why has the SFI been blacklisted during the last 10 years? (Please furnish the list of blacklisted contractors along with the reason thereof behind it)

Sub: Border Road.
Shri RUPJOTI KURMI:
*352. Will the Minister of P.W.D. Roads be pleased to state:

(a) Is the Govt. aware that the previous Govt. had allotted fund for the construction of Pucca Roads for the Assam-Nagaland border under Mariani LAC?

(b) If so, will the Govt. allot for the incomplete portion of work under Mariani LAC?

(c) If yes, by when will the Govt. allot fund, looking into the communication problem of the Border area people?

Sub: Fund allocation for Golaghat and Khumtai LAC.
Shri NANOJU SHUKLA:
*353. Will the Minister of Finance be pleased to state:

(a) KMG has been blacklisted for the last 10 years. Why?

(b) How many blacklisted contractors were allowed again to take part in the tendering process during the last 10 years and why? (Furnish the list of those contractors, allotted work orders after they had been blacklisted once)

(c) What is the Departmental procedures taken against a contractor who complete allotted work having no quality? (Furnish the list of works done during the last two years in Nagaon & Morigaon District along with quality status)

Sub: Responsibility of Contractors.
Shri AMINUL ISLAM:
*354. Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

(a) How many contractors have been blacklisted after their successful completion of the work?

(b) How many contractors were allowed to take part in the tendering process after their successful completion of the work?

(c) What is the Departmental procedures taken against a contractor who complete allotted work having no quality?

(d) Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

Sub: Jhalisgrah Anchena.
Shri KUMAR BHATT:
*355. Will the Minister of P.W.D be pleased to state:

(a) Is the Govt. aware that the previous Govt. had allotted fund for the construction of Pucca Roads for the Assam-Nagaland border under Mariani LAC?

(b) If so, will the Govt. allot for the incomplete portion of work under Mariani LAC?

(c) If yes, by when will the Govt. allot fund, looking into the communication problem of the Border area people?
Sub: Sericulture Farm Encroachment.

Shri RUPJYOTI KURMI:

*358. Will the Minister of Handloom, Textile & Sericulture be pleased to state:

(a) Is the Govt. aware that presently the Govt. Sericulture Farm is under encroachment and is in threat?

(b) If so, will the Govt. take steps to save guard the Sericulture Farm and make it encroachment free for greater interest of the people of Assam of the State?

(c) If so, by when will Govt. take steps for encroachment free of the Sericulture Farm? (Kindly furnish details data)

Sub: AIBP Schemes under Borolia Division.

Shri EMMANUEL MOSAHARY:

*357. Will the Minister of Irrigation be pleased to state:

(a) Under AIBP schemes how many schemes have been completed and commissioned for the benefit of the farmers under Borolia Division from the year 2007 to 2011? (Please name the schemes)

(b) Is the Department aware that schemes that have been completed; collapsed within a year like-Darranga AIBP scheme, scheme in the river Kalanadi/Motangla etc.?

(c) Is the Govt. or the Department aware that flow irrigation schemes head work under AIBP in the river Puthimari (ORONGA) lies in the territory of Bhutan?

(d) Is there any policy to complete half done or damaged schemes where substantial amount have been spent?

(e) What is the fund allocated to Irrigation under AIBP Head for the year 2017-18?

(f) What's the total amount of liabilities for AIBP schemes in Assam till date?

Sub: Cluster Development Programme.

Shri SUDIP DEY:

* 356. Manamiai bharat o vecha bijudhar matri mohosan e 

(a) AIBP Schemes under Borolia Division.

(b) Is the Department aware that schemes that have been completed; collapsed within a year like-Darranga AIBP scheme, scheme in the river Kalanadi/Motangla etc.?
Sub: Revenue from IMF "on" & "off" shop.

Shri RUPJYOTI KURMI:

*360. Will the Minister of Excise be pleased to state:

(a) How much revenue will the Govt. of Assam receive from the IMFL "on" & "off" shop & country shop, yearly from the State? (Furnish detailed data)

(b) Will the Govt. of Assam make new rules for the IMFL "on" & "off" shop & country shop for this financial year? (Kindly furnish detailed data)